More Invasive, Nasty BS

By Anna Von Reitz
Did you know that Bill Gates has nine (9) vaccine laboratories in production, planning on profiting
from the "emergency" he has helped to create?
Did you know that anyone 18 and younger has already been micro-chipped when they received
purportedly harmless childhood disease vaccines?
Did you know that nano-tech has polluted the entire Earth and invaded your gut biome?
Did you know that radio frequency sensitive viruses are being used as transmission agents, together
with the nano-bot technology, to mess with your biology and collect data on you?
Did you know that 5G is fully weaponized to kill people?
Did you know that when 5G is powered up to 61.8 GHz, it denatures atmospheric oxygen and
interferes with the ability of hemoglobin to carry oxygen in your bloodstream?
Did you know that scalar technology has been coordinated to create kill zones wherein the heart
beats of victims are turned off like a light switch?
Did you know that more than 200 HAARP antenna arrays have been constructed throughout the
world to create a secret communication network that is being used by madmen to literally destroy
humanity?
Did you know that in addition to these land based HAARP antenna arrays, there are mobile sea-going
units called CIPPA units that serve the same evil purposes?
And now, hear this -- Harvard scientists want to turn off the sun and plunge the world into darkness,
presumably so their vampire friends can move around in broad daylight:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2018/12/05/harvard-scientists-begin-experiment-to-blockout-the-sun/?
fbclid=IwAR2vy0uzEn5Z7azJhEUgKhdYZNgtaHV3ds3yoiSXv97L2XzxUeJ4VIWlFLs#4a32890540c2
Instead of trusting and respecting these scientists, we should be taking busloads of them to the
nearest cliff.
It is now very clear that most of them don't have the common sense of a chicken, and should not be
trusted to run anything more complex than a city bus.
It is also clear that many corporations have been lured by the siren song of easy money into
investing in and creating problems, that they then profit from solving.

When you have corporations the size of Microsoft investing in patented viruses and causing
pandemics in order to profit from vaccines, something is very, very wrong in Denmark and
elsewhere.
When you have corporations like Evergreen, Inc., spraying incendiary metals and metallic oxides on
everyone and seeding this pollution with nano-bot technology invasive to all living organisms on
Earth, it's time to obliterate the monsters and the organizations responsible.
Yes, folks, its time to throw the hissy-fit of the century and start stomping these politicians and
corporations into the dirt. It's time to take out the anti-monopoly hammer and smash, smash,
smash. It's time to start pulling corporate charters and burning them in the public squares.
And it's time to remove the corporate veil and start confiscating the assets of these corporations and
their board members and their shareholders.
They've done their worst by us while expecting us to pay their insurance.
Time to make use of our options in return.
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